P.O. BOX 573, CORNISH, MAINE 04020-0573

A 501 (C) NON-PROFIT CORPORATION

Cab Meeting
March 13, 2012 7:00PM
In Attendance: Eileen & Ron McKinney, Midway Lodging, Elizabeth Libby, Brazier Place, Terri Palmer, Cornish
Historical Society, Kathleen Carr, Shopping Guide, Shannon Surrette, Full Circle Artisan’s Gallery, Marlene
Livonia, Francis Small Heritage Trust, Teresa Drown, Bangor Savings Bank, John Dubois, Sacopee Valley Eye
Care, Michael & Lisa Fulgeniti, Cornish Trading Company, Scott Rowley Scott Design & Photos by Rowley,
Merle Grogin, Cornish UCC.
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Minutes not read but accepted with change: Apple Festival September 29th 2012.
Treasurers Report accepted without change.
Spring Fling:: Poster discussed, changes made in some of the wording.
WCSH channel 6 has an “Around the Town” advertisement on TV for free. It is being looked into.
Went over the agenda for Spring Fling and it will be printed up with changes.
Because CAB donates to the Food Pantry it was suggested by Kathy Carr that we have Nancy come and
speak at a meeting so we understand what the Pantry is about and how it operates.
Membership Committee: Eileen McKinney. There are forms available at all the meetings for membership
enrollment and other info regarding CAB.
Teresa and Eileen went around to the local businesses to entice businesses to join CAB and what we can do
to help one’s business, They were very successful and received dues and paper work .
A “Thank you” to Michael and Lisa for taking the decorations down. What a job!
It was suggested that we use the Inkwell for printing @ 10 cents a copy, budget of $175. allowed. Cab will
be ordering a stamp with the Logo on it to use. We are going door to door at this point so the need for $ for
postage has been transferred to printing. This was voted on and approved.
It was suggested that in the CAB Packets there is a page put in with information regarding the CAB
Members rights. This was voted on and approved.. Kiosk was discussed as to advertising and Shannon
suggested that we post information regarding the history of Cornish, maps of the area and any flyers. It was
also suggested that the trifolds brochure should be by the kiosk in a waterproof container, that is being
researched.
Discussed was the placement of the brochures around the town. Most of the member’s locations should
have some. They may be picked up from Scott.
Bathroom Signage was discussed and Pam Harrison will submit a bid and design for the sign. It will be
OPEN/CLOSED with the open hours on the appropriate side. Suggested to use the CAB decals for the “O”
in open and the “O” in closed. Burgundy and green will be the colors.
Dept of Maine Tourism was discussed and a dues of $40. for 3 mos of internet advertisement with a link to
our website was approved. There was discussion on the fee of $200. for Cornish to be a point on the map
for Maine Tourism. This was tabled for further discussion.
Strawberry festival: Shannon Surrette as chair: suggestions for date and time are: June 22– Friday night,
June 23-sat. night. Merle has joined the committee!!! It was suggested that Park View Ice Cream be there
with Strawberry ice cream etc., do raffle tickets, strawberry bake sale, horse & buggy rides, open for any
other input. Maybe contact the Saco River Assoc. Sharon Beaver to see about coordinating with some form
of music. Budget of $500. was approved. Volunteers as of today are: Marc Beaver, Laura Stubbs, Kathy
Carr-strawberry picker, Lisa– strawberry picker THANK YOU.
Farmers Market was discussed. Terri Palmer has been looking into this and has found that there are farmers
that are interested! She is meeting on Mar. 13th w/ SVHS (?) and Pete Zack (?) to discuss this further.
Apple fest:
Christmas in Cornish: Carolers would like the tree to be lit before the caroling due to lighting problems.
Santa has been found! David Knight from Hiram. Discussed fees and availability, need to get a date and
time and contact him again. E. Libby has info.
Designing a bicycle route map for the area was discussed.
Eileen McKinney brought up that Govenor LePage is promoting “MAINE IS OPEN FOR BUSINESS”..
CAB and the Town of CORNISH may need to partner together for this task. Eileen and some other
members are going to speak with the selectman @ a meeting to be set up. More info to come.
I want to thank ALL the members for coming to the meeting, we had a great turnout the13th. It makes a
difference and we got some great ideas. New faces, new thoughts… Let’s keep it going!

Respectfully submitted,
Elizabeth Libby, Board Member
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